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Letter of Comment

I am a rural Nelson hydro customer but also own a rental in the city.  

Why is it only now I am hearing the city has been losing money selling power rurally for
years?  Are these new rates catch up for their mistake?

Reading some previous years rate submission comments I notice there are those 
mentioning the quality of available financial information regarding Nelson hydro.

The public doesn't have the knowledge to analyze the financials and understand enough 
about Nelson hydro to question rates, we depend on them to be the experts.

The COSA study comes from information supplied by the city.  Even the submission 
speaks to difficulty knowing how to set rates.

The public annually sees Nelson hydro justifying rates by comparison, having Fortis 
next door certainly works to the city advantage.  

This rate setting by the city always makes the statement in order to meet costs.  What it 
doesn't involve is accountability or performance.  I am aware other cities have a board of
directors involved, Nelson only has management.   I would like some accountability and 
over sight, the public is asking for a board of directors and I would support that.

I would like some unbiased arms length participation in rate setting and professional 
analysis of Nelson hydro financials.  From my observation Nelson hydro has gone into 
over drive in pole replacements and vegetation management this past couple of years.  
The number of pole replacements suggest this hasn't been done for several years, and 
vegetation management has definitley increased.

If possible I would feel better if there was a review of previous years  prior to 2017 rural
maintenance budgets,  were poles being replaced?  How much was spent on vegetation 
management?  Are we seeing Nelson hydro playing catch up with the huge number of 
poles replaced this past couple of years?  If there were budgets in previous years but the 
work not done what happened to that money?

I am surprised by their Index of Reliability  except for the last couple of years.   Who 
audits these statistics, how are they created?

In recent years  anecdotally I hear many of rural customers, particularly on the north 
shore have installed their own emergency standby generators.  It would be interesting to 
know the numbers and how this compares to other similar areas of BC grid power. 



I am pretty certain north shore customers  would disagree with the statistics shown for 
outages.

Nelson hydro loves comparisons I have a friend who owns a home in Nelson and 
Metaline Falls, Wa. just south of the border, it doesn't get more rural than that area he 
pays 4c/kWh US for power.  They have a board of commissioners.  He has a friend in 
Chelan County, they have their own hydro plant that residential rate is 3.22c/kWh with 
reduced rates for seniors, handicapped and low income.

I have learned Penticton buys all their power from Fortis for over 4c/kWh while Nelson 
generates power for less than 1c/kWh.  Nelson also has a $670K  annual payment to the 
city for water power that Penticton does not receive.  The Nelson hydro manager, the 
highest paid city employee receives about 20% less salary with double the employees 
budget and system.  Nelson hydro linemen annually are about half of the top ten highest 
paid city employees.

 Nelson hydro earns  income selling power,  Penticton doesn't.

All Nelson city power must be free, Penticton must pay.

Thank you for bringing the publics attention to Nelson Hydro, I would like a detailed 
audit of Nelson hydro financials going back a few years, I think Nelson hydro has been 
funding a lot of what should be funded by city taxpayers.

submitted Respectfully




